1. Using stiff card (about 0.5mm thick), draw the shape of the mask to fit head and cut out. Cut out holes for eyes.

2. Cut nose shape from card and make small 3-D box or similar as spacer. Fix to back of nose and glue in position.

3. Cut two shapes, slightly smaller than the ear, from card or coloured felt and stick them to the front of the ears. Then paint the mask and let it dry.

4. Use crumpled tissue or cotton wool to make tuft and glue on.

5. Cut and paint (optional) horns out of card and fix to back of mask. Make two holes for elastic. Thread elastic through both sides and knot to hold in position.
Cow face
1. Using card (about 0.5mm thick), draw the shape of the mask to fit head and cut out. Cut out holes for eyes.

2. Cut the nose shape from card and fix to the mask, as shown. Or, draw or paint the nose on. Paint the rest of the mask and let it dry.

3. Use crumpled tissue or wool or cotton wool to make top-knot and glue on.

4. Cut two shapes slightly smaller than the ears from card or coloured felt and stick them on to the front of the ears.

5. Make two holes for elastic on the mask. Thread elastic through both sides and knot to hold in position.
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ILLUSTRATIONS: ANDREW NOBLE
Sheep face
1. Using stiff card (about 0.5mm thick), draw shape of mask to fit head and cut out. Cut out holes for eyes.

2. Cut nose shape from card and make small 3-D box or similar as spacer. Fix to back of nose and glue in position.

3. Fold card in half and cut out two ears as shown. Fix ears to either side of the head. Cover with felt or fabric to make them floppy.

4. Cut small piece of card for chin shape and glue on with or without spacer. Then paint the mask and let it dry.

5. Make two holes for elastic on the mask. Thread elastic through both sides and knot to hold in position.
1. Using stiff card (about 0.5mm thick), draw the shape of the mask to fit head. Cut around broken line and score dotted lines, using craft knives, with supervision. Cut out holes for eyes.

2. Fold a piece of card and cut diagonally to form top beak. Repeat for bottom beak. Fold out scored sections in the mask and glue top and bottom beaks as shown.

3. Fold out scored sections in the mask and glue top and bottom beaks to the folded out sections.

4. Fold card or felt in half, simultaneously cut two wattles to shape shown and fix to either side of the beak. Paint the mask and let it dry.

5. Cut out and add 'feathers' made of card or felt. Make two holes for elastic on the mask. Thread elastic through both sides and knot to hold in position.
Hen face